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In this paper, an adaptive remeshing method for the numerical analysis of a mold filling process is presented. 
After a brief discussion of the derivation, of governing equations using the homogenization method, the adaptive 
remeshing method is developed which incorporates error measures and an automatic mesh generator. The method is 
successfully combined with the finite element/control volume method to solve the governing equations. Two model 
problems are provided to examine the performance of the method. 

1. Intr~uction 

Resin transfer molding (RTM) is a relatively new process for manufacturing fiber reinforced 
materials. It is one of several processes that have been developed for the mass production of continuous 
fiber reinforced materials. In the RTM process, the mold is packed with dry fiber mats which act as 
reinforcements. These fiber mats are impregnated progressively by the resin injected through injection 
ports of the mold. After the mold is completely filled, the resin solidifies and the product is taken out of 
the mold. 

To simulate the mold filling process, first one has to model the resin flow within a mold cavity which 
is packed with a reinforcing fiber mat. The flow of resin is usually slow, viscous dominant and can be 
modeled as Stokes’ flow. But the governing equations obtained from Stokes’ model is almost impossible 
to solve directly due to the complexity of the flow domain. The flow domain, which consists of the 
cavity between the reinforcing fibers, becomes much more complex when the reinforcing fibers are 
made of much thinner fibers. However,, this complexity can be removed by introducing the homogeniza- 
tion method which incorporates a special averaging technique. By applying the homogenization method 
to the governing equation, one obtains a set of simplified governing equations consisting of a 
‘microscopic equation’ and a ‘macroscopic equation’. The microscopic equation provides the per- 
meability of the fiber mat which characterizes the flow domain, whereas the macroscopic equation gives 
the pressure distribution and the averaged flow field. Although the mold filling process is a transient 
process, the macroscopic equation can be solved at each time step with a quasi-steady state assumption 
because it is a relatively slow process. 

Once the simplified governing equation is obtained, the next step is the numerical implementation. 
The numerical implementation of the microscopic equation can be easily achieved by the conventional 
finite element method (FEM). In contrast, the numerical implementation of the macroscopic equation 
poses several difficulties. One major difficulty is keeping track of the transient free flow front. The 
shape and size of the flow domain within the mold cavity is constantly changing, and it is necessary to 
redefine the geometry of the flow domain at each time step. In the conventional FEM, this can be done 
by remeshing processes at each time step which are the most time-consuming part of the simulation (see 
111). In order to avoid remeshing at each time step, several numerical methods have been developed 
which are capable of performing simulations on a fixed grid. Examples of these methods are the fluid 
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analysis network (FAN) method [2] and the finite element/control volume (FEICV) method 131. In 
these fixed grid methods, one initial grid is used from the beginning of the simulation to the end. In this 
paper, the FEiCV method is utilized to solve the macroscopic equation. 

Although these fixed grid methods have advantages over conventional finite element methods. the 
use of one grid for the entire simulation can also reduce the computational efficiency; especially when 
the size and shape of the flow domain changes significantly throughout the simulation, which happens 
quite often in the mold filling process. For example. smaller meshes, which are needed for the accuracy 
of the solution in the initial filling stages, will require longer computing time, yet may no longer bc 
needed at the half filled stage. Thus, at a certain point of the simulation, it is desirable that the meshes 
be modified to minimize the computing time while maintaining the accuracy of the solution. This can bc 
achieved by an adaptive scheme. 

Most of the adaptive schemes applied in mechanics are adaptive refinements, which simply: rehnc 
the mesh size (h-version); adjust the location of nodes (r-version); or increase the order of the 
interpolation function (p-version) in the vicinity of large error. However, in the simulation of the KTM 
process, an adaptive remeshing scheme is preferred which completely regenerates finite clement 
meshes. This is because (a) in the mold filling simulation, the flow domain is constantly changing and 
the modification over the whole domain will lead to fewer interruptions to modify meshes; and (h) the 
modification includes not only refinements of the meshes but also enlargements which are not easy to 
do if the modification is confined to a small portion of the flow domain. We consider a complete 
adaptive remeshing scheme in this paper. 

At the time when the concept of the adaptive method was first introduced by Seweil, Babuska and 
others. the adaptive remeshing method was not attractive because the method requires a reliable 
automatic mesh generation program which was difficult to find at that time. Thus. most of the research 
was conducted on the adaptive refinement method. Although the need for a complete remeshing was 
recognized by many researchers in many nonlinear problems, only after considerable research effort on 
the automatic mesh generation method did the adaptive remeshing method become popular. Among 
many researchers who worked on adaptive remeshing scheme, Bennet and Botkin were the first to 
make an application [4]. There they applied the adaptive remeshing scheme to the shape optimization 
of an elastic structure where the domain under consideration was varying significantly in the 
optimization process. This idea was then adopted by the group of Zienkiewicz in Swansea [S, 6). An 
application of the adaptive remeshing method to the metal forming process can be found in [7]. 

An adaptive remeshing method requires, by its very nature, a very reliable and fully automatic mesh 
generation program that can generate finite element meshes from the data of domain boundaries and 
mesh densities, The first research work on such mesh generation method is Suhara and Fukuda [X] 
which became the foundation of many other mesh generation methods. It is also noted that 
implementation of an automatic mesh generation program was announced by Tezuka 191. 

In this paper, we investigate the application of the method to the simulation of the mold How 
problem. An adaptive remeshing method is obtained by combining the following four modules: (a) a 
module capable of calculating finite element approximation errors: (b) a module capable of generating 
sub-domains by grouping finite elements according to the approximation errors; (c) a module capable of 
generating finite element meshes based on the sub-domains; and (d) a module capable of transferring 
the nodal information to newly generated finite element meshes. The method controls the mesh sizes 
during the simulation so that the error indicators at each mesh are within certain error bounds. During 
the simulation, error indicators, which are measures of finite element approximation error. are 
calculated at each finite element at each time step. These error indicators are checked to determine 
whether or not they are in the error bound which is set in terms of a lower error bound and an upper 
error bound. If an error indicator deviates from the error bound, the simulation is interrupted and the 
adaptive routine is invoked. In the adaptive routine, a new mesh is generated and the nodal information 
is transferred to the newly generated mesh by hnear interpolation. Then the simulation continues with 
the new finite element meshes. 

Two examples are provided to investigate the performance of the adaptive method. In the examples. 
the meshes near the free flow front are kept reasonably small to provide a smooth flow front profile 
even when the error indicators suggest larger meshes there. As a result the error indicators along the 
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flow front are often smaller than the lower error bound which causes frequent remeshing. In order to 
resolve this problem, remeshing is not performed until the total number of elements with error 
indicators lower than the lower bound reaches a certain point. It is found that the adaptive remeshing 
method enhances computational efficiency considerably when the error bounds are set properly. When 
the interval between the error bounds is too small, remeshing is performed too frequently and the CPU 
time required for mesh generation cancels out the CPU time saved by the adaptive method. On the 
other hand, when the interval is too large, remeshing is not performed enough, leaving room for further 
improvement. 

2. Modeling and the homogenization method 

The flow of resin through the cavity between reinforcing fibers can be characterized as a transient 
flow through porous media with moving free boundaries. A fiber mat, which is the domain of a resin 
flow, can be considered porous media. Furthermore, it can be considered a double porous media if the 
reinforcing fiber is actually a fiber bundle (which is a porous media itself) made of much thinner fibers. 
Recently, many investigations [lo-131 were reported on the flow through anisotropic fiber mats. In 
those investigations, Darcy’s law is the most popular equation in modeling the flow through fiber mats. 
Darcy’s law states that the resin velocity v is proportional to the pressure gradient 

V=-@P, (1) 

where Z? is the permeability tensor (m’), P is the resin pressure (Pa), and CL is the resin viscosity (Pa s). 
However, most of these investigations were limited to a resin flow through porous media, and few 
studies can be found on a flow through a double porous fiber mat. Also in investigations above, 
experiments had to be conducted to obtain the permeability tensor. In the petroleum industry and 
agriculture, modeling of the flow through a double porous media has been studied extensively [14-161. 
However, most of the research in these fields is not directly applicable to the mold flow of the RTM 
process. In this section, we briefly discuss the derivation of the governing equation for the resin flow 
through double porous media using the homogenization method. Details of the derivation will be 
presented in another paper. 

The homogenization method appeared in the 1970s and has been the subject of considerable research 
in different areas of applied mathematics. Applications of the method to the flow and transport through 
porous media were first done in papers by Keller [17] and Tartar [18] in which the derivation of Darcy’s 
law as a macroscopic equation from Stokes’ equation as a micro-model was shown. Advantages of the 
homogenization method include: the permeability tensor can be calculated from the pore structure of 
fiber mats; the flow field within the pore structure can be calculated. 

2.1. Modeling 

The resin flow through a double porous fiber mat can be modeled as Stokes’ flow (which is an 
inertia-less viscous flow) through a double porous medium. The inertia effect is negligible because the 
Reynold’s number of the resin flow is small. Furthermore, the surface tension is also negligible 
compared to the dominant viscous force. See Fig. 1 for the configuration of a mold. To simplify the 
problem, we make the following assumptions: 
(1) The fiber mat in the mold cavity is rigid and is not shifted by the resin flow. 
(2) One dimension of a mold is much smaller than the other two, so that a two-dimensional model is 

applicable. 
(3) The resin flow is an isothermal flow. 

The governing equations of the resin flow are 

v-77=0, (2) 
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fiber mat made of 
fiber bundles 

injec 

Fig. I. Top view of a mold cavity 

-vP+/_bv~(vu)+J:=o. (3) 

U = 0 along solid boundaries , (4) 

where U is the velocity, P the pressure, ,u the viscosity, and 7 the specific weight of the resin. Solving 
(2)-(4) directly is very difficult due to the complex geometry of the flow domain which has double 
porous microstructures. However, this difficulty can be removed by applying the homogenization 
method to (2)-(4). 

The homogenization method is applied to the governing equations noting that there are two different 
regimes of flow domain. As a flow domain, a double porous fiber mat has micro structures in two 
different scales, namely, the ‘first level microstructure’ and the ‘second level microstructure’. The first 
level microstructure refers to the pore structure between reinforcing fiber bundles, whereas the second 
level microstructure refers to the pore structure within fiber bundles. In both levels of microstructure, it 
is assumed that the microstructures are made of repetitions of a unit cell, which implies that they have 
periodic structures (see Fig. 2). It is also assumed that the scale length 1 of the first level microstructure 
is much smaller than the macroscopic scale length L, and that the scale length I’ of the second level 
microstructure is much smaller than 1. 

In order to capture the details within the microstructures, two stretched scales, y and 2, are 
employed. The stretched coordinate y is used for the first level microstructure whereas the coordinate Z 
is used for the second level microstructure (see Fig. 3). These coordinates are defined by 

j”” 1 

F’ where F = - 
L’ 

Y I’ t=-- 
,6’ 

where 6 = - 
1 

(5) 

First, the homogenization method is applied to governing equations (2)-(4) in the second level 
microstructure which describe the flow within fiber bundles. As a result, two equations are obtained, 
the macroscopic equation and the microscopic equation. The macroscopic equation, which is identical 
to Darcy’s law, is the governing equation for the flow within fiber bundles. The microscopic equation is 
the equation for the permeability of Darcy’s law. Formal derivations of the macroscopic equation and 
the microscopic equation are omitted for simplicity (refer to [17, 181 for details). The governing 
equation obtained is 
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Fig. 2. Microstructures of a double porous fiber mat. Fig. 3. The cross sections of unit cells. 

adi 
-jyy=O, wheretii=+Q2;$, 

I I 

where Ci is Darcy’s velocity and k is the permeability which is obtained from the microscopic equation. 
Now, we have two different types of flow within a mold cavity interacting with each other. One is 

Darcy’s flow within fiber bundles and the other is Stokes’ flow between fiber bundles. From now on, we 
apply the homogenization method to the governing equations of Stokes’ flow to obtain the macroscopic 
equation and the microscopic equation of the mold flow. The macroscopic equation obtained will be 
Darcy’s law with an added sink term which represents the flux absorbed into fiber bundles. Again the 
macroscopic equation is the governing equation for the mold flow and the microscopic equation is the 
equation for the permeability tensor coming from the first level microstructure of the fiber mat. 

The pressure and velocity distributions of the mold flow tend to have locally periodic distribution 
because of the periodic first level microstructure. Thus, we assume that pressure and velocity 
distributions have two explicit dependencies on space variables. One is the dependency in the 
macroscopic level, namely X, and the other is the dependency in the microscopic level, namely 7 
(y= X/F). F ur th ermore we assume that the dependency on jj is Y-periodic (Y denotes the unit cell of 
the first level microstructure). This periodicity is represented by E which is very small. 

The objective of the homogenization method is to remove the dependency on jj by introducing an 
averaging technique over a unit cell of the first level microstructure. With this objective in mind, we 
expand the pressure distribution P” and velocity distribution 6” into the formal power series of .e (here, 
we drop the argument on time, t, for simplicity of notation). 

P”(f) = P’O’(X, jq + EP(l)(if, jq + E2PC2)(X, jq + * * . ) (8) 

zqxq = E2d0)(X, y? + E3V(‘)(X, yJ + E4d2)(X, y3 + * * * . (9) 

As mentioned, P(j) and uCi) are periodic functions with respect to argument 9. In the asymptotic 
expansion above, the differential operator applied to 4”(X, y? becomes 

a@(i) -= 
axi 

e”(f, y? + 1 w”(c y3 
axi & aYi ’ (10) 
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By introducing (8)-(10) into (2)-(4) and appIying the homogenization method, the microscopic 
equation and the macroscopic equation are obtained: 

Microscopic equation: 

where 

Su!f’(y) dY VSuj”’ E V, , 

Y-periodic,wi=Oonr ‘“‘=O 
y’ ay; ; 

(11) 

(12) 

Macroscopic equation: 

where 

(13) 

(14) 

Kij=j$ &dY, 
I (15) 

kPn.dI’. 
a.Yi ’ (18) 

The microscopic equation (11) can be solved for xi using the conventional finite element method. x;, in 
turn, is used to calculate the permeability tensor, K,, by (15). With the permeability tensor at hand, the 
macroscopic equation (13) which is the governing equation of the mold flow is solved for the pressure 
distribution, P, and Darcy’s velocity, 6, of the mold flow. With the solutions of the macroscopic 
equation, the flow field within the microstructure can be obtained by the following equation: 

(19) 

While solving (13), one must note that it is coupled with (7) which is the governing equation of the 
resin flow within the fiber bundle. This reflects the fact that there are two different regimes of flow, the 
flow between the fiber bundles and the flow within the fiber bundles, interacting with each other. The 
coupling term, which is the second term of (13), represents the flux absorbed into the fiber bundle and 
must be evaluated from the solution of (7). This requires that if one is solving equation (13) using a 
finite element.approximation, first one must solve (7) at each node of the finite elements. This means 
that one has to keep track of the moving free boundary of the resin flow within the fiber bundle while 
keeping track of the moving free boundary of the mold now. In the examples, instead of solving (7) 
numerically, an analytical solution is found and utilized. 

An analytical solution to (7) can be found when the fiber bundle has a rather simple geometry. For a 
fiber bundle having a circular cross section as in the examples, the pressure within the fiber bundle is 
found to have a logarithmic distribution. The analytical solution to (7) for this case is 

-( 1 Y 
‘= ’ - ln(rilr,,) In < + ’ ’ 0 > 

cm 
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resin between the fiber bundles 

wet region within the fiber bundle 

r dry region within the fiber bundle 

shown in stretched coordinate i 

Fig. 4. Details within the fiber bundle. 

where P is the pressure within the fiber bundle and F is the resin pressure surrounding the fiber bundle. 
ri represents the location of the flow front, and r0 represents the radius fiber bundle in stretched 
coordinates. This is illustrated in Fig. 4. The analytical solution (20) can be combined with (13)-( 18) to 
yield 

&[&2+g)] -$pln(;r,) =o. 

In the examples, the decoupled equation (21) is used instead of (13). 
A wet ratio can be introduced to indicate the degree of impregnation within the fiber bundle. A wet 

ratio is defined as 

wet area within the fiber bundle 7Ft-2 

wet rat1o = total area of the fiber bundle = $ ’ (22) 

Since the resin starts to impregnate the fiber bundle as soon as the fiber bundle is included in the flow 
domain, a wet ratio can be used to determine the location of moving free boundary of the mold Aow. 
One can identify the flow domain by checking if the wet ratio is larger than zero there. In the examples, 
wet ratio plots are provided to show the location of the moving free boundary of the mold flow as well 
as the degree of impregnation within fiber bundles. 

3. Numerical implementation 

Most of the difficulties in solving (7), (13)-(18) come from the fact that the mold filling simulation is 
a transient problem. To solve (13)-(18) numerically using finite element approximation, one first has to 
solve (7) and keep track of the moving free boundary within the fiber bundle at each nodal point of the 
finite elements. This can be done by updating the location of the flow front at each time step using the 
time increment and Darcy’s velocity obtained from the solution of (7). In the examples, an analytical 
solution to (7) is found and used to update the location of the moving free boundary. 

Next, with the solution of (7) one has to solve (13)-( 18) over an entire flow domain which is 
changing constantly throughout the mold filling process. The changing flow domain will require 
modifications of the finite element meshes at each time step of the simulation, if one is using the finite 
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element method to solve equations (13)-( 18). Modifying the meshes according to the changing fow 
domain not only becomes the most time-consuming part of the simulation but also addresses several 
difficulties in locating the new flow front at the next time step (see [l]). To avoid these difficulties, WC 
use the finite element/control volume (FEICV) method. The FE/CV method is one of the fixed grid 

methods which use one grid throughout the entire simulation. Also in the FEiCV method, location of 
the new free flow front can be determined much more easily. 

In the FE/CV method, the surface of a thin mold cavity is first divided into three node triangular 
elements. The centroids of these elements are joined to the midpoints of the three corresponding sides 

creating polygonal control volumes that surround each vertex node. This procedure is shown in Fig. 5. 
The thickness of an element is specified at the three nodal points and is linearly interpolated within each 

element. The nodal thicknesses are assigned separately at each element in order to accommodate 
possible sudden changes of the thickness between neighboring elements. 

The FE/CV method is based on the ‘conservation of mass principle’ applied to each control volume. 

The governing equations of the mold flow, i.e. (13), can be interpreted as: ‘the net flux entering the 
control volume must be equal to the amount of flux absorbed into the fiber bundles within the control 

volume’. This interpretation is used to construct a set of linear equations which are discretized versions 
of (13). 

The net flux entering a control volume can be obtained by integrating the flux along the boundary of 

the control volume. As shown in Fig. 5, the control volume assigned to node A is accommodated by 
several elements surrounding that node. Within each element, pressure distribution is interpolated using 
linear shape functions. Then the gapwise volumetric flow rate, which is proportional to the gradient of a 
pressure distribution, becomes constant within each individual element. The constant flow rate within 

each element is integrated along the boundaries of the control volume to yield the net flow rate into the 
control volume. The net flow rate within the ith element, entering the control volume assigned to the 

node A, can be represented as 

i( dN 
9, = -K,, x$ P,iz,t ds , 

s k 

(23) 

where P, is the nodal pressure, N, is the linear shape function, fi, is the normal vector, and t is the 
thickness. The net flux entering a control volume can be obtained by summing 4;‘s over each element 

accommodating the control volume. 
The total amount of flux absorbed into the fiber bundles within each control volume can be obtained 

by integrating the second term of (13) (or (21) if the analytical solution (20) is used) over the control 

volume. 
The boundaries of the flow domain in the mold filling process include the mold walls, the injection 

shell type mold cavity 

local coordinate 

global coordinate system 

Fig. 5. Polygonal control volume assigned to node A. Fig. 6. Coordinate systems used in shell type mold 
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ports, and the flow front. At the mold walls, the normal component of the flux is set to zero so that the 
flux is always parallel to the walls. At the injection ports, either pressure is specified or incoming flux is 
assigned according to the type of injection ports. At the flow front, a parameter f is used to represent 
the status of each control volume. If a control volume is empty, f is set to zero. If a control volume is 
filled up with resin, f is set to one. If a control volume is partially filled, f is set to the volume fraction 
of the resin within the control volume. The control volumes with f between one and zero are considered 
to be the flow front and zero pressure is assigned to the corresponding node. 

A set of algebraic equations can be constructed by considering the mass conservation principle with 
the boundary conditions above. Since both the net flux entering a control volume and the net flux 
absorbed into the fiber bundles within the control volume can be represented in terms of nodal 
pressures P!, the resulting equations are in terms of nodal pressures. Thus, the pressure distribution can 
be obtained by solving the set of linear equations. The pressure distribution is then used to determine 
the velocity of the moving flow front which is needed to determine the location of the moving flow front 
at the next time step. 

The mold filling process can be regarded as a quasi-steady state process which assumes a steady state 
condition at each time step. At each time step, pressure distribution is calculated and the velocity of the 
flow front is determined by (14). With the velocity of the fIow front and the time increment, the location 
of the flow front is updated at each time step. The selection of the time increment for each quasi-steady 
state is based on two considerations. One is that each time increment allow only one control volume to 
be completely filled and the other is that each time increment be small enough to assure the accuracy of 
the solution within the fiber bundles. This restriction of the time increment ensures the stability of the 
quasi-steady state approximation. 

The current formulation can be extended to a mold flow problem with a shell type mold by 
introducing a proper coordinate transformation. This is demonstrated in the second example. A 
coordinate transform can be made from a global coordinate system to a local coordinate system whose 
z-axis is always normal to the surface of the shell type mold (see Fig. 6). Once the transformation is 
made, the shell type problem is reduced to a two-dimensional problem and all the formulations derived 
in the earlier sections are applicable. 

4. Adaptive remeshing method 

Although the FE/CV method has increased computational efficiency by removing the most time- 
consuming part of the simulation, i.e. generation of meshes at each time step, using one grid 
throughout the simulation can also cause computational inefficiency. This is because in an RTM process 
the size and shape of the flow domain is changing significantly and the finite element grid adequate at a 
certain stage of the simulation is not likely to be adequate at other stages of the simulation. Thus, it is 
desirable that the meshes be modified, although not very frequently, as the simulation proceeds. This 
can be achieved by an adaptive remeshing method which monitors the finite element approximation 
error of the solution and regenerates the meshes when the current meshes are found to be inadequate. 

An adaptive remeshing method controls the mesh sizes during the simulation so that the finite 
approximation errors at each element are within a certain bound. In an adaptive remeshing method, 
error indicators, which are measures of finite element approximation errors, are calculated at each 
element and checked to determine if they are within a certain error bound (given a priori). If an error 
indicator deviates from the error bound, the simulation is interrupted and a remeshing routine is 
invoked. In the remeshing routine, a new finite element mesh is generated according to the current 
mesh sizes and error indicators, and all the nodal information is transferred to the new mesh by linear 
interpolation. Then the simulation continues with the newly generated mesh. 

The adaptive remeshing method developed in this paper is obtained by combining these four 
modules: (a) a module capable of calculating finite element approximation errors; (b) a module capable 
of generating sub-domains by grouping finite elements according to the approximation errors; (c) a 
module capable of generating finite element meshes based on the sub-domains; and (d) a module 
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capable of transferring the nodal information to the newly generated finite element meshes. Each 
module is discussed in detail in the following. 

4.1. Error indicators 

In the adaptive remeshing method, the error indicators, which are measures of discretization error, 
are used to determine the adequateness of the finite element meshes. If error indicators show very small 
error in a certain region, it implies that the finite element meshes are unnecessarily small in the region. 
causing longer computing time. On the other hand, if they show very large error, it implies that the 
meshes in that region need to be refined to reduce the error. 

The error indicators should be able to represent the discretization error while requiring least amount 
of computational effort to evaluate. This is because the error indicators are calculated at each element 
at each time step during the simulation. If the computational overhead needed to calculate the error 
indicators is too high, it may cancel out the benefits of the adaptive remeshing method. To reduce the 
computational overhead, the error indicator should be an a posteriori error measure, which means that 
the evaluation of the error indicators should be done utilizing the known information during the 
solution process and involve local rather than global computations. in the following, derivations of 
several error indicators used in the examples are presented. 

It is noted that the derivation of the error indicators in the following is based on the finite element 
approximation error although the FElCV method is used in the current simulation. This can be justified 
because the FEiCV formulation for this diffusion type problem results in discretization equations 
identical to those which arise from using Galerkin or variational techniques which the finite element 
method is based on. See [19] for further information. 

The weak form of the governing equation (21) used in the examples can be represented as 

where V8 is the set of all functions which have square integrable first derivatives and satisfy g-type 
boundary conditions, that is u = g (u E V’) for a specified pressure g on AOR C 30. l$ is the same as V’ 

except that it has zero values along the g-type boundary r3QR. Constant c represents the coefficients of Y 
in (21). 

Equation (24) can be rewritten as 

u E v, : a(u, w) = b(w) VW E V, , (25) 

where a(+ , *) and b(.) are defined as 

L!!t E'K, $ + wcu 
a)., 

dR , 
I I 

(26) 

(27) 

Let Vgh and V,, be finite element approximations of V, and V,,, respectively, such that V,, C V, and 
V,,,, C V,. Let uh be the solution to the discrete problem 

uh E yqh : ah wd = Wwd VW, E Kilt . (28) 

Here it is assumed that the domain f2 is exactly covered by finite elements and that a(* , +) and b(-) are 
exactly integrated in V,, and V,,. Then the finite element approximation error, e, can be defined as 

e=uh-u. (29) 
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The most natural choice of the error norm would be 

where a&. , *) is the same as a(* , *) except that the integration is over an element, LX The amount of 
the error within each element can be represented by 

lIeill = d UOi(Uh - 24, Uh - u) . (31) 

Error indicators are estimations of the local error defined by (31). Although the evaluation of lIei II 
requires an exact solution which is often not available, there are several different estimation methods 
which lead to different error indicators. In the following, we discuss three different methods to estimate 

lIeill. 

4.1 .l. The error indicator using approximation error, E:” 
One way to estimate lleill is to use the interpolation error. Substituting w = wh in (25) and 

subtracting from (28) yields the orthogonality condition of the approximation error to the finite element 
approximation space V,, : 

u(u,-u,w,)=O VWhEVOh. (34 

Using this orthogonality condition, it is found that 

llej12 = a(~~ - u, uh - u) = u(uh - u, wh - u) S u(wh - u, wh - u) VW, E V,, . (33) 

If wh in (33) is identified with the interpolation of the solution, u, the finite element approximation 
error is bounded by the interpolation error. This means that the interpolation error can be used to 
estimate the amount of error given in (30). Thus, instead of estimating the discretization error, one can 
estimate the interpolation error and use it as an error indicator. The error indicator, cl’], can be 
represented by 

eI1’ = Ilej”terpo’ationll = j/uoi(w, - u, wh - u) . (34) 

The interpolation error in (34) can be estimated from the finite element solution, u,,. A configuration 
of an element used in the simulation is shown in Fig. 7. Using Taylor’s series expansion, the exact 
solution can be represented as 

.=.I,+$~ (x-xc)+% 
c c 

(y-y,)+g$ c(x-xc)2 
2 

+l* (y-y,)‘+ 
2 ay2 C 

& .(x - x,)(y - y,) + higher order terms , 

Fig. 7. The ith element used in the simulation. 

(35) 



whereas the interpolation of the exact solution can be approximated using till as 

The interpolation error can be estimated if the first and second derivatives in (35) can be obtained. 
Using uh, the first derivatives in (35) can be approximated as 

(37) 

Since the first derivatives of zq, have constant value within each element, the second derivatives in (35) 
cannot be obtained directly from the first derivatives of uh. However, continuous linear versions of the 
first derivatives can be obtained using a weighted average scheme. Then the second derivatives can be 
obtained by simply differentiating them. The weighted average scheme can be used to determine the 
value of the first derivatives at each node. The value of a first derivative at node i can be determined by 

where n is the total number of elements c~)ntaining node i, and lai is the weight of the cuth element at 
node i. The continuous linear first derivatives can be constructed by interpoIating the nodal values using 
linear interpolation functions. With the first derivatives and second derivatives of (35) at hand, one can 
construct an error indicator by evaluating (34). 

121 41.2. 7%e error indicator using higher order ~pp~oxi~~ti~~ solution, li 
Another way to estimate ]lei/{ is to identify the exact solution u with the solution obtained by 

approximation using higher order interpolation functions. In the examples, a six node triangular 
element solution, li,, is identified as the exact solution while three node triangular elements are used to 
simulate the mold filling process. The six node triangular element solution is obtained by solving the 
following discrete problem defined in Oi independently of other finite elements without any assembling: 

ifW,E:v,) (39) 
where h 

r/: = uh = I: u~~~~~(~~, I,): uhi = uhi for t = 1. . . . ,3 , 
#“I 

up is the average of flux at the boundary with the adjacent element and 

N, =I, -;N&N4. N2==13--!jN4--fNr, 

1 1 
N,=(l-l,-t,)-Z~,-Z~,. N4 = 41,1, , 

N,=~41~(1-t,-1~)9 Nh = 41,(1 - I, - E,) . 

Here I, and I, are the area coordinates within each finite element. The approximation of the exact 
solution Lz, is the solution to the discrete problem in an element L?i with boundary condition u, = u 9 
white having the same value with uh at nodes of a three node triangular element. 

Using the approximation of the exact solution, the amount of error at each element is estimated by 
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Thus, the error indicator at the ith element can be given by 

EPl = 
I lzRi(Uh - ii,, Uh - ii/J . (41) 

4.1.3. The error indicator using residual at each element, ei3’ 

Another way to estimate ]]ej]] is to use the residual within each element, f2i. The residual, ri within 
fti, can be represented as 

ri =V.(.?K(~-Vuh))+cuh. (42) 

Assuming that this residual is almost zero within each element, the estimation will lead to the error 
indicator 

(43) 

where c is a constant, h is the size of each element, and J is the jump of normal flux (=E~K(~-VVU~) * tz) 
across the element boundaries. The derivation of (43) is omitted for simplicity (see 1201 for details). 

4.2. Generation of sub-domains 

Once the error indicators show that remeshing is necessary, data for an automatic mesh generation 
program are prepared. These data include the description of the domain and the size of new meshes 
within that domain. In the current method, this is achieved by dividing the flow domain into several 
sub-domains and assigning a mesh size to each of them. Within each sub-domain, uniform meshes are 
generated according to the mesh sizes in the mesh generation stage. 

The new mesh size, knew, is determined at each element of the current mesh according to its mesh 
size, hyid, and the error indicator, q. The new mesh size is given by 

h;eW = h;‘d ? ’ , ( ,> (44) 

where E,,~ is a reference error, and p is a constant which depends on the choice of error indicator and 
the choice of mesh generation program. Usually F,,~ is set to the average value of the upper and lower 
error bounds. This will reduce the mesh size if q is larger than the reference error, and increase the 
mesh size if q is smaller than the reference error. 

According to their new mesh sizes, elements of the current mesh are classified into several groups. 
Each group is a collection of elements having similar mesh sizes, brew. A group may consist of several 
continuous regions which are sub-domains, each of which can be identified by the following procedure. 
(1) Make a list of line segments for each group by decomposing the sides of elements within the group. 
(2) Determine line segments lying on the boundaries of each sub-domain. This can be achieved by 

examining the occurrence of every individual segment in the line segment list. If a line segment 
appears once in the list, it is on the boundary of a sub-domain. If it appears twice, it is inside a 
sub-domain. 

(3) Create loops by connecting line segments lying on the boundaries of sub-domains. 
(4) Determine the geometric relationships between each loop. 
(5) Construct sub-domains. 
This procedure is illustrated in Fig. 8. 

Within each sub-domain, the average value of the mesh sizes, hTw, is calculated. This average, along 
with the boundary description of each sub-domain, is used as input data of the mesh generation 
program. 
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Cl group 1 group 2 n group 3 

classification into groups line segments of group 1 constructed loops 

Fig. 8. Generation of sub-domains. 

sub-domains 

4.3. Mesh generation 

Most of the automatic mesh generation method can be classified into the following four types: 
conformal mapping, elliptic, serendipity, and algebraic mesh generation method. Among these, the 
algebraic mesh generation method is the most flexible method and can be used to generate the finite 
element meshes from the description of the sub-domain boundaries and the corresponding mesh 
densities. The key idea of this method is to generate finite element meshes using a rectangular net or a 
triangular net. 

In the algebraic mesh generation method, meshes are first generated within the shrunk domain of 
each sub-domain. A shrunk domain is slightly smaller and has the same shape as the sub-domain. 
Meshes within shrunk domains are generated by the following procedures: 
(1) Calculate the number of grid points in the horizontal and vertical direction using the dimension of 

the sub-domain and corresponding mesh size. 
(2) Generate grid points at nodal points of the triangular net or rectangular net which covers the whole 

sub-domain. 
(3) Remove grid points outside the shrunk domain. 
(4) Connect grid points systematically to generate finite element meshes. 
After the mesh generation within each shrunk domain, meshes are generated within boundary strips 
between them on a trial and error basis. 

The size and shape of generated meshes changes abruptly between neighboring regions because (a) 
elements are generated quite differently in the shrunk domain and in the boundary strip, and (b) 
elements within each shrunk domain are generated independently from neighboring shrunk domains. In 
order to transform these meshes to smoothly graded ones, smoothing schemes are applied to the 
meshes. Two smoothing schemes, Gaussian and Winslow, are used in the current mesh generation 
program. The Gaussian smoothing scheme relocates each node to the center of neighboring nodes, and 
the Winslow smoothing scheme relocates each node to the center of the centroids of surrounding 
elements. 

After the smoothing process nodes are renumbered to minimize the jump of the node numbering 
between adjacent nodes. This reduces the bandwidth of the matrix in discretized equations and reduces 
the computational effort in the simulation. 

4.4. Transferring old mesh nodal data to new mesh 

After the generation of the new finite element mesh, input data to the simulation program must be 
prepared. These data contain the initial and boundary conditions for the simulation of the next 
subsequent time steps. They are obtained by transferring the old mesh nodal information to the newly 
generated mesh. This can be achieved by linear interpolation. Then, the simulation continues with the 
newly generated mesh checking error indicators. 



5. Examples 

In 
in 

The implementation of the adaptive remeshing method is examined in the following two examples. 
the first example, a rectangular mold geometry with one insert and two injection ports is considered 
the simulation. In the second example, an inner reinforcement of the automobile bonnet is 
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considered as an extension of the method to a shell type mold geometry. Each example is simulated 
three times using three different error indicators discussed in Section 4.1. 

In the simulation, the mesh sizes are not allowed to be larger than a certain limit at the moving free 
boundary in order to provide a smooth flow front profile. As a result, the meshes are much smaller than 
the size suggested by the error indicator. Because of this, error indicators at the flow front are much 
smaller than the lower error bound, interrupting the simulation at each time step. To resolve this 
problem, remeshing is not performed until the total number of elements with error indicators lower 
than the lower bound reaches a certain point. 

In order to examine the performance of the adaptive remeshing method, meshes are plotted at 
various stages of the simulation, and error indicators are plotted before and after the adaptation 
process. In both examples, pressure plots and wet ratio plots are obtained as results of the simulation. 
In addition, the flow field within the microstructure is obtained and plotted in the second example. 

5.1. Example 1 

The configuration of the mold geometry is shown in Fig. 9. Layers of aligned fiber bundles arranged 
within the mold cavity are shown in Fig. 10. The dimensions of fiber bundles are shown in Fig. 11. The 
mold has one octagonal insert and two injection ports, A and B, through which the resin is injected. 
The gravity is normal to the mold geometry and its effect is neglected. Permeabilities of the fiber mat 
and the fiber bundle are obtained by solving the corresponding microscopic equations using the finite 
element method. Parameters used in the first example are as follows. 
- dimension of the mold geometry, 1 m x 0.7 m x 0.05 m; 
- E = 0.005, s = 0.01; 
- injection rates: injection port A 7.0 x 10m4 m3/s, injection port B 6.9 x 10V4 m3 s; 
- viscosity of resin, 1 Pas; 
- computed permeability (see (14)) of the fiber mat, 

0.28 x 1O-2 0 
0 0.28 x lo-’ 1 m2/(Pa s) ; 

- computed permeability (see (7)) within fiber bundles, 

$ = 0.1065 X lo-* m’f(Pa s) . 

The results of the simulation are shown in Figs. 12-18, Figures 12-14 show pressure and wet ratio 

Fig. 9. Configuration of the mold used in Example 1. Fig. 10. Layers of assigned fiber bundles. 
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volume fraction : 56% volume fraction : 56% 

I I I 

I I 

-5mmm- - 0.05 1,211, - 

& = 0.005 6= 0.01 

Fig. II. Unit cell cross section of the fiber mat. 
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Fig. 12. Pressure (Pa) and wet ratio plots when 20% full 
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<wet ratio> 
Fig. 13. Pressure (Pa) and wet ratio plots when 66% full. 

distributions at three different stages of the mold filling process. These pressure plots can provide 
operating parameters of the RTM process, and wet ratio plots can provide valuable information for the 
mold design such as locations of the merging flow fronts, proper location of the air tabs, etc. By 
checking if the wet ratio is greater than zero at each point, one can identify the flow domain since the 
resin starts to impregnate the fiber bundle as soon as it is included in the flow domain. Figures 15-17 
are some of the adapted finite element meshes generated during the simulation using three different 
error indicators discussed in Section 4.1. It is clear that rather refined meshes are generated in the 
neighborhood of the injection ports in order to approximate large pressure gradients accurately. As 
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Fig. 14, Pressure (Pa) and wet ratio plots when 96% full 

mentioned earlier, while the neighborhood of the flow front does not involve a large amount of 
approximation error, de-refinement is not performed to maintain a smooth flow front profile. It is also 
notable that there are little differences between the adapted meshes based on different error indicators, 
which means that the choice of the error indicator is not so critical as long as the error indicator can 
provide a good estimation of the finite element approximation error. Figure 18 shows the distribution of 
errors in the meshes before and after the adaptation. From the plot, it is clear that the error after the 
adaptation has more uniform distribution. 
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Fig. 15. Finite element meshes generated using 8’. Fig. 16. Finite element meshes generated using 8’. 

5.2. Example 2 

The configuration of the mold geometry is shown in Fig. 19. The fiber mat is a woven fiber bundle, 
and the geometry of its representative unit cell is approximated as shown in Fig. 20. The configuration 
and dimension of fiber bundles are identical to the first example, and the permeability calculated in the 
first example is used. The permeability of the fiber mat is obtained by soiving the microscopic equation. 
The paramaters used in the second example are as follows. 
- dimension of the moid geometry, 1.5 m X 1.2 m x 0.02 m; 
- & = 0.002, s = 0.025; 
- injection rate, 1.0 x lop4 m3/s; 
- viscosity of resin, 1 Pas; 
- computed ~~eability (see (14)) of the fiber mat, 

+ [ 0.1187 0 x 1o-2 0.1187 0 X lo-* 1 m2/(Pa s) ; 
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Fig. 17. Finite element meshes generated using F”’ 

- computed permeability (see (7)) within fiber bundles, 

k = 0.1065 x lo-’ m’/(Pa s) . 

The results are shown in Figs. 21-27. Figures 21-23 are the pressure plots and wet ratio plots at 
different stages of the mold filling process. Figures 24 and 2.5 show the local flow field at an arbitrary 
point A within the first level microstructure. The local flow field is calculated by (19) after the global (or 
averaged) flow field is obtained. This is one of the main advantages of the homogenization method. 
With the homogenization method, one cannot only calculate ,the global flow field but also find the 
details of the local flow field whenever necessary. Figure 26 shows some of the finite element meshes 
generated during the simulation. Since similar sets of meshes are generated from three different error 

diameter of fiber bundle: OSmm 

volume fraction of the flow domain: 0.7 

Fig. 19. Configuration of the mold used in Example 2. Fig. 20. Configuration of fiber bundle, unit cell shown 
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Fig. 18. Error distribution before and after adaptation. 

indicators, only one is shown. Figure 27 shows the error distribution before and after the adaptation. 
Again the error after the adaptation has more uniform distribution. 

6. Conclusion 

The adaptive remeshing method is developed and its application to the mold filling process is 
investigated using three different error indicators. The method, combined with FE/CV method, has 
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Fig. 21. Pressure (Pa) and wet ratio plots when 10% full. 

increased the computational efficiency significantly in the mold filling simulations. As expected, the 
simulations using three different error indicators provided very similar results. Finite element meshes 
are modified according to the error indicators at each adaptation stage Meshes with larger errors are 
refined whereas meshes with smaller errors are enlarged, resulting in a more uniform error distribution 
after each remeshing process. Exceptions are the meshes along the moving free boundary. Since the 
meshes are kept much smalier to provide a smooth flow front, the error indicators have very small 
values there. 
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Fig. 22. Pressure (Pa) and wet ratio plots when 40% full. 

Although the meshes are adjusted to give uniform error distribution at reference error, eref, the 
average value of the error after the adaptation process is lower than the reference error. This is partly 
because of the smoothing scheme and partly because of the mesh generation program. Since meshes at 
the flow front are kept small, the smoothing scheme tends to reduce the sizes of the meshes near the 
flow front. Also within the mesh generation program, enlarging the mesh size is difficult especially when 
it is confined to a small region. These two effects reduce the mesh sizes and result in smaller error 
indicators than expected. In order to maximize the performance of the adaptive remeshing method, the 
reference error should be chosen considering these effects. 
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Fig. 23. Pressure (Pa) and wet ratio plots when 73% fulls 

it is found that the performance of the adaptive remeshing scheme greatly depends on the error 
bound and the reference error. If the interval between the error bound is too small or if the reference 
error is not chosen appropriately, the method causes frequent remeshing which cancels out its benefits. 
On the other hand, if the interval is too large, the remeshing is not performed enough, leaving room for 
further improvement. 
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Fig. 24. The flow domain of the first level microstructure at point A when the msld is 10% full. 
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Fig. 25. The flow field at point A when the mold is 10% full 

Fig. 26. Finite element meshes used 
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Fig. 27. Error dist~~uti~n before and after adaptation. 
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